IOT BASED DIGITAL NOTICE BOARD USING LED DISPLAY
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ABSTRACT

Display boards are becoming increasingly popular, and they can be seen in places like educational institutions, hospitals, and shopping malls. To break up the monotony and make advertisements more appealing, advertisers are coming up with a wide range of innovations, one of which is LED display boards. Dot matrix displays made of Light Emitting Diodes (LED) are becoming increasingly common in today's digital world. Advertisement is a popular promotion tactic that employs a variety of techniques and focuses on the advantages of a product or service in order to primarily influence the attitude and/or actions of a target audience. The most advanced and competitive world has made the advertising sector more experimental, and as a result, marketers have chosen this choice and implemented various initiatives to attract people's attention. Only those advertisements that stand out in some way from the rest of the pack will be able to capture the attention of the public. This project's main aim is to collect messages from approved users and send them to smart LED boards for global display. The message that will be displayed on the smart LED board can be delivered in a variety of ways, including via a mobile application or a web application that can be accessed globally via dynamic IP. The approved user should keep track of the IP address used to access the web application and mobile application. It is possible to view both warning notifications and general information. The ESP8266 WIFI microchip is integrated into the Node MCU microcontroller. It is more powerful than the PIC microcontrollers that are currently used in systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Notice sheets are a focal data gathering structure in our life. In our ordinary every day presence we can see notice sheets in different spots like, edifying foundations, rail course stations, retail squares, Transport stations, offices, and so on So we can say that Notice piles up are the spots to leave public data, for example, declare occasions, report occasions or give regard for general society, and so on Eventually days a Substitute individual is depended upon to stick those
information on the notification load up. It will prompt loss of time likewise as utilization of work. In
typical direct sort notice sheets paper is the fundamental segment for data trade. We comprehend that
information checks are interminable. So there is a utilization of gigantic extents of paper for showing
those boundless checks of information. The issues taken a gander at by the wooden or standard sort
notice sheets are settled by the execution of our general notice board. It will bring critical level
methodologies for passing admonitions all throughout the planet in a much simpler and beneficial
way. Because of the comprehensiveness of the web, we pick the web as a framework for moving
information. The Catch of things (IoT) is the relationship of genuine contraptions, vehicles, home
gadgets and different things presented with gear. Programming, which draws in these things to
accomplice and trade information? Every contraption is especially prominent through its Presents
taking care of design at any rate can cover work inside the current Web foundation For give security,
we add username and secret key sort endorsement framework.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Dr. E.N. Ganesh, 2019, Oriental journal of computer science and technologies, Implementation of digital notice board using raspberry pi and IOT. Notice boards are a unit enjoying
an awfully vital role in our day to day life [1] to [5]. By commutation typical Analog sort bulletin
board with digital bulletin board we will build info dissemination abundant easier in an exceedingly
paperless community. Here the admin will manage the bulletin board through the web.

Mayuresh pujari, Krishnakumar marapalli, 2018, International journal of scientific and
engineering research, GSM based scrolling led display. Presently-a-days, Looking over Drove
Showcases are ordinarily utilized in stationeries, rail line stations, banks, and so on wherever in the
everyday word related life [6]. This present Driver's are pre-modified in sense that they are now
customized to show a specific message; if there should arise an occurrence of altering or controlling
the message an individual is required around the showcase either by rented media or some sort of
remote media (within a restricted region) which itself is a disservice in light of the fact that a the
individual can't be consistently present at the area of the presentation board

Suma M N, Amogh H, Kajal D, 2017, SSRG International journal of electronics and
communication engineering (SSRG-IJECE), Voice over-Wi-Fi based smart wireless notice board. The notification sheets are being dealt with physically in numerous applications. To set up sees on
the notification load up part of assets like paper, printer inks are squandered and expansion devours a
great deal of time to make warning [7]. In this venture we have proposed a framework to remotely
communicate short notification utilizing grounds Wi-Fi to arrive at understudies rapidly in the study
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halls. The proposed framework is minimal effort and energy productive framework as utilizes Raspberry pi regulator to get notification and show on LCD or terminal.

Kaisheng Zhang and Jinhao Liu, 2016, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Design of home intelligent electronic assistant system based on embedded modules. In this paper, we propose a framework that can be utilized to give exceptional data to understudies or workers of any organization utilizing most recent and most regular innovation. This is a robotized framework that uses GSM innovation alongside an installed worker [9] to [12]. The framework is intended to work freely without the need of any human administrator and when an understudy or representative needs any data, they should send a SMS to this framework which will react with the data needed by the client.

Mr. Ramchandra k, Gurav, Mr. Rohit Jagtap, 2015, International research journal of engineering and technology (IRJET), Wireless electronic notice board using GSM [8]. The time of versatile innovation opens the windows to the android application. The sites are vanishing and the cell phones are prominent. It's an ideal opportunity to change from customary sites and different things to applications, which has become the piece of our every day schedule. We are presenting "VoiceToText.apk" the android application programming which would change the voice over to message. It chips away at all android stages, yet in addition it can work with a functioning web.

3. EXISTING SYSTEM

The burdens found in the current structure are explained, "GSM based adroit message show load up", Overall Journal of Types of progress in Investigation and Advancement in which message can't be sent all around and only far away having the chance to is possible for which a PC or an unprecedented support is to be passed on, "Driven introduction using GSM"[13], Worldwide Journal of Contraptions and Correspondence Planning in which the previous message will be appeared until another message is gotten and has a constraint of showing only 48 characters, "Plan and execution of an Alphanumeric microcontroller based GSM investigating show system", Worldwide Journal of Planning Investigation and General Science which has the drawback of using PIC 16F8771 microcontroller in which task trading and period of re-entrant code is inconvenient, "Lab VIEW based distant notice load up", Worldwide Journal of Planning and Applied Sciences in which each and every time the checked customer needs to login with the mysterious word for sending the message to be appeared [14].

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The essential objective of this proposed structure is to show messages on the keen Drove board from one side of the planet to the other. The message can be dealt with to the exhibit board using two distinct ways, either using an adaptable application or using a site page. The page is made using the client side vernaculars, HTML, CSS and JavaScript. The system is altered to show messages either usually or with a caution sound. It beats the insufficiencies of the current structure by showing the message overall using the extraordinary IP which should be kept up subtly by the approved customer. The customer can open any program from wherever and fundamentally give the IP address which opens the arranged site page, in which the message to be shown should be entered. The current system has the issue of showing only 48 characters which is crushed in the proposed structure in which the information string to be shown can have a constraint of 200 characters. Parses character by character will process. String with more than 200 characters will not be recognized. A default message is investigated when no new message is given. With all the recently referenced planning done, the substance is sent off the sharp Drove board for appearing.
5. METHODOLOGY

The message to be shown on the shrewd Drove board is given in the page utilizing the idea of IOT. The site page is planned with HTML for content and organizing, CSS for arranging and styling and JavaScript for conduct. The info string to be shown is entered in the content box and snaps the presentation button. The entered string will be shown on the website page beneath the content box utilizing the Javascript. The substance given by the customer is taken care of in firebase which is a google cloud. It is a most customarily used open source Web of Things (IOT) application and the Programming interface which is made is used to store and recuperate data using the HTTP show over the Internet or through an Area. By this cloud, the parsing string is created as a Programming interface key. The key which is produced from the firebase cloud is given as a contribution to the microcontroller NodeMCU which has an inbuilt ESP8266 WI-FI module. Inserted C writing computer programs are utilized in the microcontroller. It accepts the given string as information and
parses character by character. String with in excess of 200 characters won't be acknowledged. A default message is looked over when no new message is given.

6. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We at last settled a functioning model of an IoT-put together Computerized Drove board based with respect to the above perception and capacity. It achieves our cell phone's objective of remote information transmission to the Drove board. The Web is the solitary thing that is required for transmission. For screening, the current gadget utilizes a regulator that will be taken care of by a worker. This rearranges and rates up the interaction. The message can be shipped off the exhibit board by means of a cell phone application or through a site page. HTML, CSS, and JavaScript are utilized to construct the page on the customer side. The structure can be arranged to show messages ordinarily or with a notice tone.
7. CONCLUSION

Since our general public is pushing toward digitalization, we should utilize present day strategies to make upgrades to the customarily utilized construction. Remote innovation takes into consideration simple information transmission over significant distances. It diminishes the measure of time, cash spent on links, and the size of the gadget. Data can be sent from any part of the world. For adding protections, a username and secret phrase confirmation framework is accessible. Beforehand, a Wi-Fi notice board was utilized. There was an inclusion territory cap in that circumstance, however in our plan; the web is utilized as a correspondence medium. Accordingly, there is no issue with the inclusion region. On a chip, interactive media information can be put away. Instant messages and mixed media information can be seen as fast as could be expected while keeping up excellent.
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